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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
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++ SOROS ACTIVATES 900 ANTIFA TERROR CELLS, LEADER OF GROUP CALLS 
FOR KILLING OF POLICE & REPUBLICANS – RED ALERT! In response to Trump 
firing Sessions, the deep state has gone into full civil war mode, dispatching a 
mob of 21st century brown shirts!!!!i  
Play to 28:29: https://www.brighteon.com/5859433887001  
Related:  
++ MSNBC's Butch Lesbian Racheal Maddow Organizing Street Marches... 
Upset over President Trump firing Attorney General Jeff Sessions, MSNBC’s 
Rachel Maddow is organizing mass marches.  
“It’s happening,” she wrote online. “This is a ‘break the glass in case of 
emergency’ plan to protect the Mueller investigation.” 
“We knew this would happen at some point,” she added. “The day has arrived.” 
Maddow posted the messages to her Twitter account, which has 9.54 million 
followers.  
Thousands protest Sessions firing in Times Square... 
MANCHIN: We're 'on verge' of constitutional crisis... 
BREAKING: DEEP STATE IS TOTALLY PANICKED OVER PRESIDENT TRUMP’S 
NEW AG PICK, ABOUT TO LAUNCH HOT WAR Acting AG Matthew Whitaker said 
he’d prosecute Hillary Clinton, called Mueller investigation ‘witch hunt.’ 
Trump Proposes Ending Asylum For Illegal Immigrants 
Trump Stumps Caravan: DOJ, DHS Move To Restrict Asylum Eligibility for Illegals 
Acting AG wastes no time granting administration broad immigration powers 
Rosenstein Fired in 48 Hours! Q Fraud! Heneghan 

 
House Elections Stolen by Democrats! Revenge of the RINOs Engineered by 
Deep State 

Wednesday, November 7, 2018  
State of the Nation 
Various black ops were cunningly implemented 
to ensure the Democrats won the House. 
In light of the extraordinary political successes 
enjoyed by President Donald Trump during his first 
2 years, the midterms should have either 
maintained or strengthened the Republican 
majority in the House. 

Not only did that not happen, the swing to Democratic control is quite dramatic thus far. 
Why did this really take place? 
REVENGE OF THE RINOS 
True, it’s a stealthily coordinated conspiracy of many and diverse circumstances, which 
was fastidiously run by Deep State, that flipped the House so substantially.  It actually 
was the rogue C.I.A. that executed the various schemes to wrest control from the GOP. 
The CIA in league with the Democratic Party Is Moving to Take Control of the 
House of Representatives 
Related: 
FLORIDA RECOUNT 2018... 
Rick Scott warns of 'rampant fraud'... 
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Orders law enforcement investigation... 
Teacher finds ballot box in storage area! 
Gillum un-concedes? 
DEM SUDDENLY LEADS IN AZ SENATE RACE... RESULTS... 
Dem Campaign Trying To Overturn the Results and Steal the Florida Election 
Democrats Stealing Florida Election! Caught Red Handed! Democrats Caught 

Stuffing Ballots Into Cars! Steal In Progress! 

-------------------------- 
However, it was the transparent agents of Deep State — the RINOs and Never 
Trumpers — who really did conspire according to the non-negotiable dictates of their 
Shadow Government masters. 
*While a RINO is a “Republican in name only”, a Never Trumper is a highly 
radicalized RINO.  Whereas the Never Trumpers led this conspiracy from the 
inside, the RINO either went along for the ride or were willingly forced out by the 
Shadow Government. 
The most obvious election cycle dynamic that set up the GOP loss in the House 
was the highly unusual exodus of Republican House members.  Unusual because 
many of them were given strict orders by their Deep State overlords not to run 
again. 
Thirty-six Republicans opted not to seek re-election.  That’s a lot of incumbents—
who are practically guaranteed a victory if they seek re-election. 
The vast majority of those incumbents were either lifelong RINOs or Never 
Trumpers.  And their collective decision not to keep their seats put the GOP in a 
HUGE bind. 
Many of these folks waited relatively late in the election cycle to exit, putting a lot 
of pressure on the Republican Party to identify and field truly qualified 
candidates. 
KEY POINT: Some of those Republicans not seeking re-election were literally forced 
out by their Deep State handlers.  They were quite carefully selected based on the 
likelihood of their districts flipping into the blue column.  There are various ways to 
compel resignations such as threats of exposure of previous Pedogate activity. 

 
While there are several other factors that weighed in to 
varying degrees which sealed a Democrat takeover, it 
was this highly calculated Deep State strategy that 
turned the House blue.  
For the uninitiated, the following list of 
calculated October Surprises is provided in order to 
understand the depth and breadth of the conspiracy to 
take the House. 
Each of these CIA-coordinated operations was a 

deliberate attempt to rig the elections in favor of the Democrats. 

 
• Kavanaugh character assassination plot to associate Trump with alleged sexual 
abuse (Deep State’s Blaseygate Exposed as Seditious Black Op) 
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• False flag bomb psyops perpetrated against Democrat VIPs to blame a Trump 
supporter (FALSE FLAG BOMB SCARES: Who’s really doing it and Why?) 
• Hurricane Michael: A geoengineered superstorm and weather bomb dropped on 
the Right-leaning Florida Panhandle to eliminate Republican voters (Voting Analysis 
Determines that Devastation of FL Panhandle from Hurricane Michael Could Swing Key 
Elections to Democrats) 
• Khashoggi assassination plot to tarnish Trump administration with Saudi savagery 
(Khashoggi Assassination Plot Exposed) 
• False flag mass shooting at Pittsburgh Synagogue conducted to blame Trump for 
national division (FALSE FLAG MASS SHOOTING: Pittsburgh Synagogue Targeted by 
Deep State-Directed Terrorist Attack 
• Honduran Caravan sent as a ‘blue wave’ of illegal aliens to perform unlawful voting 
for Democrat candidates (OCTOBER SURPRISE: Soros & Company Crashes a Blue 
Wave into the Mexican Border to Steal the Midterm Elections) 
• Hot yoga shooting and false flag operation in Tallahassee where an alleged Right-
leaning assailant carries out a “November jolt”. (ELECTION PSYOP: A ‘False Flag’ 
Mass Shooting in Tallahassee Just Before Election Day, How Convenient for Candidate 
Gillum) 
(Source: Deep State will pull out all the stops to flip both houses of Congress) 

 
By way of illustration of this crucial point, thus far 5 House seats have been flipped to 
the DEMs in Pennsylvania alone.  How could this have occurred except with the 
help of the shocking Pittsburgh Synagogue shooting & massive redistricting and 
gerrymandering right prior to the midterms.  That false flag operation was 
deliberately planned just days before the election…and it worked. 
Then there is outright election theft that is carried out so surreptitiously that the Deep 
State perps are unlikely to get caught. 
This election-stealing dynamic goes on every election cycle, but this year was 
different.  The Democrats quite craftily identified every election that was easily 
stolen… and then they stole it. 
Just how do they do that?  There are several ways to steal an election which are 
well beyond the scope of this article. 
However, one easy way is to relentlessly publish fake polls and fabricated predictions.  
The MSM pollsters are notorious for doing just that. 
In so doing, the fraudulent pollsters insidiously condition the electorate to believe the 
manipulated election results.  It’s even fair to say that: All Major Pollsters Are Agents of 
Deep State, Predictions Are Fabricated to Validate Election Thefts 
Nevertheless, even a stolen election, regardless of how adept the cyber-thiefs 
are, always has fingerprints left at the crime scene. 
Hence, it’s just a matter of unwavering resolve on the part of the GOP 
investigators to track down every instance where a theft is suspected. 
There’s no question that voter fraud, vote tampering and other election-fixing 
tactics were used this November. 
However, the Democrats were so desperate to dominate the House that their well-laid 
plans were carried out with unusual precision.  And the Republicans don’t seem to have 
the will to uncover, and prove, the election crimes. 
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 “The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil 
is for good men to do nothing.” 
State of the Nation 
November 7, 2018 
Source 
[1] https://ballotpedia.org/List_of_U.S._Congress_incumbents_who_are_not_running 
_for_re-

election_in_2018  
___ 
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=107594 

 
Multiple Nefarious ‘Ops’ During The Midterm Election, a Project Veritas Shocker & 
What Democrats Plan Next 
Play to 11:25: https://youtu.be/UO3GYKFD17Y?t=5  

THE GATES OF HELL HAVE OPENED--WARNING ON 'THE DEMONIC CONTROL 
OF AMERICAN POLITICS'-  
Just woke up at 3 a.m. with the following words:  
"The Democrats stole Congress with votes from illegals. A worse-than-Civil War is now 
approaching. Nancy Pelosi, Maxine Waters and Diane Feinstein are all literally Demon 
possessed And Satan himself will sit in Congress, On Earth as it is in Hell.  
Only prayer and fasting will combat the reign of demons."  
So now it's all up to the prayer and fasting of We The People....  
SV

 
Former Marine Says Muslims Are Coming Across The U.S Mexico Border And Its 
Not Good 
Play but bleep out 2:03-2:05: https://youtu.be/mOnZdoB-aS0  
For more confirmation: Searching The US/MEXICO Border Fence - Reality Check 

The Back Door Is Open 

 
If the United States of America constructs, "Temporary Housing," for the Mobile 
Mob Invasion Force...it will become... 
1. America's, "Gaza;" with all of it's inherent issues, dangers, and "Antifa Fountains”, 
just like those found in the Middle East.  
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2. An economic, "deal breaker," for The Mobile Mob Invaders and the American annual 
[PB] budget. The cost per person to provide food, shelter, clothing, water, 
medical/dental/optical, will exceed each person's daily/weekly/monthly, and annual 
income, within the first 14 - 21 days. This includes a constant Federal, State, Local, 
Military presence to keep them inside the de-facto Refugee Camp(s). 
3. To prove America as a, "humanitarian society," employers will seek to offer "daily 
work/jobs," to these, "Refugees." If this evolves...America will eventually become, "the 
world's biggest Refugee Camp." 
4. Hurricane's, tornadoes, soaking rains, snow, freezing rains, etc., will provide, "natural 
cover for escapes." These will become deadly illegal aliens, who will go to and do 
anything to remain, "free and outside the horrid Refugee Camps." America's sovereignty 
will be lost. 
5. Eventually...these Mobile Mob Invaders will be given: 
A. Social Security numbers and benefits.  
B. Annual Medical Plans; most provided at taxpayer's expense. 
C. Preference for educational programs, "to make them viable for becoming' good 
citizens and a labor pool worth developing." 
D. These Mobile Mob Invaders will become a powerful, "political voice and voting 
block." 
E. Become, "acceptable political candidates, representing their people." And thus, rape, 
ravage and savage; pillage and plunder America's political system and social 
landscape.  
F. They will form there own, "internal government, with representatives; demanding to 
be heard...or else !!" 
G. This will provide the, "Enough!!!," from the land owners general populace of the 
Republic of Texas, [fomenting] war with these Mobile Mob Invaders, Mexico, Central 
America—then spilling over into South America.  
H. They will receive financial assistance from, "those within and outside of the United 
States of America, to build there own radio, television, presses, etc., to validate...,"they 
are real people and are here to stay !!" 
I. These Refugee Camps will quickly become, "no go zones." 
J. These Refugee Camps will quickly become ground zero for recruiting Islamic 
militants, gang members, insurgent activists, creating a definite fighting force to 
overthrow the State of Texas, and reconquer America's Southwest as a/the ligitimit land 
of Mexico.  
K. America's Southwest will become a wasteland of immigrants, an impoverished 
people ready to, "take what is perceived as their ancient birthright, overthrow The 
United States of America Federal, State, Local governments, make America —and 
Americans—-pay for their past sins against the people south of America's SW border." 
 
6. These events now unfolding are the prelude to a deadly war of/for survival of America 
Americans. China, Russia, Islam, and ethnic minorities will come together to defeat 
America and enslave the American people. 
7. The resultant ramifications will be a world without America. Some nations will literally 
starve to death for lack of what was once considered and expected Foreign Aid. The 
world will become, "a prison planet;" the strong will enslave the weak, who will provide a 



work force working under slavish circumstances and conditions.  
8. It’s the NWO and the Elitist Evolution of Socialism—Hello and welcome... 
https://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2219     

 
List of Current Event Prayer Points: The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, 
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima 
Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down 
Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place 
Worldwide, Further Vote Rigging and Stealing of Midterms, The New Attorney 
Matthew Whitaker, General Trump and those surrounding him, Stoppage and 
Exposure of the Latin American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column 
Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in America, Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim 
Invasion of Europe, America and Canada,  The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 
particle colliders worldwide & the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication 
and exposure of all Pedophile & Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT 
movement and the normalization of pedophilia to be stopped, The eradication of 
all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the 
powers of witchcraft from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’ 
businesses, the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad 
Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators 
used to create tsunamis and storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy 
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned 
deep state & Muslim false flag events prepared between now the and midterms 
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